INTRODUCTION
Let X be N(p, 1). By an integration by parts, Stein [S, 91 established the identity 4x-PI g(X) = Ed(X) for absolutely continuous g with E 1 g'(X)/ -C CQ. Hudson [3] gives a similar identity for a l-dimensional exponential family:
E($+)g(X)=Eg '(X) for absolutely continuous g with E 1 g'(X)1 < co, provided X has the density f(x) = ep-~(%( h(x) = cos(d(x-n)-rc), n$xSn+-$ 2 n+g<xcn+l, where C,(X)= l/n2 for n<x<n+ l/n*, l/(n+ 1)2 for n+ l/n'<x< n + 2/n*. If g(x) = x, the identity does not hold with p = 0. In particular, one requires that g(x)f(x) -+ 0 as x + a or x + b and this is not yet guaranteed. However, if g is absolutely continuous with E 1 g'(X)/ < co and f(x) dies out monotonically, the identity holds. That is a special case of Theorem 2.1.
We consider exponential families in RP with the natural parameter p = (h,, . . . . p,) ' . The density w.r.t. Lebesgue measure is given by f'(z) = ev : MI/C) -&=I 1 E(Z), (1.1) where E is a finite union of open connected sets in Rp, and K(z) has continuous partial derivatives DJ(z), i= 1, 2, . . . . p. When 2 has the density (1.1 ), we say 2 has distribution in the family F0 if f approaches zero monotonically as z approaches the boundary of E along the coordinate axes. Three examples of distributions in F0 follow. where c1= (al, . . . . ap)', E= {z = (z,, . . . . z,,) ', CF.= 1 ez8< 11.
In Section 2 we derive an identity for Z with distribution in &: 2) if g(z) is a real-valued function defined on RP such that g(z) is an indefinite integral of 8g/dz, for all i= 1, 2, . . . . p, and E /Vg(z)l( < co, E II -PL) gV)ll < ~0 if P > 1. Section 3 deals with the problem of improving the usual estimator of parameters of a multidimensional continuous exponential family. For Z with density (1.1) we can construct estimators to improve on the unbiased estimator under a quadratic error loss function Yo(p, S) = (6 -p)' Q(c? -CL) with Q a positive definite matrix, whenever (P')) ' Z has distribution in SO, where P is a nonsingular matrix such that P'P= Q. As a consequence Stein's estimators [9] for the mean of a multivariate normal under squared error loss function can be modified to be improved estimators for the quadratic loss Po. Further, if X= (Xi, . . . . X,) In Section 4, we consider conjugate priors for exponential families. Let x= (Xl, ..*, X,)' have continuous or discrete exponential density (4.1), and assume that the interior of the convex hull of the support of the density and the natural parameter space 0 are nonempty and open. If 8 has a conjugate prior 7cn0, 5. (see (4. 2)), then 6 has prior and posterior distributions in Y& we find 0) E{E(XIt?)(X=x)=ax+b for some nonzero constant a and constant vector 6, (ii)
for some constant c, provided E{ trace VE(X( (?)I X= x} < co. Moreover, if p = 1 and X has a quadratic variance function (Var(XI 0) is, at most, a quadratic function of E(Xj (I)), then (iii) EIWWI 0))" I J-=x) = P,,(x), P, an n th-degree polynomial, provided E { ] E( XI @)I" ) X = x ) < CC. The relation (i) can be found in Diaconis and Ylvisaker [2] while (ii) was found by Morgan [S] under more severe conditions than are needed here. Morris [6, 71 established the fact that there are six exponential families with quadratic variance functions and established many properties for them.
AN IDENTITY
In this section, we derive the identity (1.2) for a continuous random vector Z having distribution in 4. 
Proof With no loss of generality we assume E, the support of the random vector Z, is an open connected set in RP.
Consider the first component of ( 2. 
;, az,
The last two limits will be shown to be zero. Using the fact that j(z) approaches zero as z1 approaches F1 and letting z; + 2,) we have
and the last expression tends to zero as zy approaches Z1. Thus the first limit on the right side of (2.4) is zero. A similar argument applies to the second limit. Therefore, the first component of ( 2.3) is zero and the proof of Theorem 2.1 is completed by applying the same arguments to the other components in (2.3). a
Note that if p = 1, the condition (2.2) is not necessary since Fubini's theorem is not needed.
Remark. A simple application of the identity (1.2) is that VK(Z) is an unbiased estimator of p, assuming E 11 OK(Z)/ < cc if p > 1.
APPLICATIONS TO MULTIPARAMETER ESTIMATION
In this section we deal with the problem of simultaneously estimating parameters of a multidimensional exponential family under arbitrary quadratic error loss. First we consider the problem of estimating the natural parameter p = (pL, . . . . pp)' of a p-dimensional random vector Z having the density (1.1). Under the loss function Yo, if p 2 3 and (P')-' Z, P a matrix with P' P= Q, has distribution in &, we can construct g(z) so that 9Jz) ~0 for almost z, where 9Jz) is an unbiased estimator of the difference of two risk functions R(p, VK(Z) + g (Z) ) and R(p, VK(Z)), i.e., E,9,(Z) = R(p, OK (Z) 
Therefore VK(Z) + g(Z) dominates VK (Z) . We provide these results precisely in the following lemma and theorems. For the problem of improving the usual estimator of parameters of exponential families, we give results in the following examples. For notation, if h(z) = (h,(z), . . . . h,(z) )' has first partial derivatives we define V ./r(z) = x,"=, (a!~~/&~). LEMMA 3.1. Let Z have distribution in & with the density (1.1) and let g = (g,, . . . . g,)': R p + RP be such that each g, is an indefinite integral of dgj/dzi for all i= 1, . . . . p, and E l/Vg,(z)(/ i co and
where
Proof. 
where A is symmetric and 2&,(A) < trace A, B= ((trace A) I-2A)-' A', C satisfies AC = CA > 0, and 0 < r( . ) < 2 has the derivative bounded and nonnegative for all ., provided that p > 3 and (PI)-' Z has distribution in FO. Moreover, the improvement in risk is Using Schwartz inequality and doing the integrals, following a transformation to polar coordinates, over the sphere A = {t : 1) t 1) < S}, we observe that g( Y) satisfies the conditions for Lemma 3.1 if p > 3 and E 1) VK(Z)ll 2 < co. Therefore,
where gg( y) = (g( y ))' g(y) + 2V . g(y). By calculation $@& y) < 0 for all y, the result follows. 1 The simplest form of an improved estimator is obtained by setting A = Z and r(.)= 1 in Theorem 3.1:
The fact that g(y) = ( -a/y'By) Ay, 0 < a -C 2, is a solution of gg(y) -C 0 was given by Stein [9] for estimating the mean vector of a multinormal with covariance Z. Other solutions of 9J.y) ~0 are in Stein [9] . These solutions together with Lemma 3.1 produce classes of estimators which dominate the unbiased estimator V&Z). This leads to the following: Let Wi=(Yi(,i=l,...,pwith W~,,<W,,,<...<W,,,,andletkbeapositive integer, k > 2. Define g( Y) = ( gi( Y)) by with r( .) as given in Theorem 3.1 except O<r( .) <2(k-2), and a A b= min(a, 6). Proof The proof is similar to the one in Theorem 3.1 and is omitted.
By a modification of the solution to gg( y) < 0 given by Hudson [3] , we have another solution of g,(y) < 0 with 3) where p = CpC 1 (l/p) yi and r ( .) is as given in Theorem 3.1 except O<r(.)<2(p-3). Prool: The proof is similar to the one in Theorem 3.1 and is omitted.
We now give applications of the above theorems. For the special case of covariance matrix Z and squared error loss, the estimators in (i) and (ii) with x = Z, P = Z, and r( .) some constant were proposed by Stein [9] , and Hudson [3] gave the estimator (iii) with (.) can be taken as in (3.1) or (3.2) ifp>3, or g (.) can be taken as in ( 3.3) ifp>4. The simplest form of the improved estimator has v( .) z 1 and A = I in (3.1):
Under squared error loss, Hudson [3] gave this estimator with Q-' = I. Similarly, under any quadratic loss function we can construct estimators to improve on the UMVUE for simultaneous estimation of ells of x= (X,, . . . . X,)', where Xis are independent and Xi-beta(cc,, pi) with pi known and greater than 1, provided p 2 3.
APPLICATIONS TO BAYESIAN STATISTICS
Let X have the p-dimensional exponential distribution dP,(x) = e-r~s-Mce)dv(x), (4.1) where v is a fixed c-finite measure on the Bore1 sets of R*. Let S be the interior of the convex hull of the support of v, and let 0 be the natural parameter space, i.e., 0 = {0 ) j ee '.' dv(x) < a}. It is known that 8 is convex, and assume that 5Y and 0 are nonempty and open in RP. By differentiation of j tip,(x)= 1, we find E(X)8)=VM(B) and Cov(X10)= E(X-VM(B))(X--VM(e))'= M"(8), where M"(0) = (8M/80iJ0j)[j, I. As $Y is nonempty and open in R* it follows easily that the Hessian M"(B) is positive definite for any 8.
For n, > 0 and x0 E X, define a probability measure R,,,, X0 on the Bore1 sets of 0 according to drno, ,(e) = bnox+noM(e)le(e) de =fn,. ,w de, (4.2) where df., denotes Lebesgue measure (cf. Theorem 1 of Diaconis and Ylvisaker [Z] ). The family {q,,,, X0, n > 0, x,, E ZZ 1 is closed under sampling (Lindley [4, pp. 22 -231 so A,~,~~ is termed a distribution conjugate to the exponential family {Ps} of (4.1). Because f,, ,(0) approaches zero monotomcally as 0 approaches the boundary of 0 along the coordinate axes (Diaconis and Ylvisaker [Z] ), f3 has distribution in 9" with density (4.2). Therefore, from the identity (1.2) it follows that ~(n,wte) -x0) g(e)) = mm, (4.3) where g ( .) is as given in Theorem 2.1. With p = 1, Morris [7] proved (4.3) for g ( .) as in Theorem 2.1, under an additional condition g(e)f,,, ,(0) + 0 as B approaches the boundary of 0. The following theorems are applications of the identity (4.3). Thus E( 8*M( 6)/a%:) < co for all i implies E) a2M( %)/a%, 13%~ ) < cc for all i, j, and E )/M"(8)/) < co. Let R(aA4(%)/a%i, 6(X)) = E,(dM(%)/d%,-S(X))', where EB denotes expectation under PO, and let 6:(X) = E(aM(%)/a%, ) X), where expectation is the conditional expectation with 8 having the prior distribution z,,,, .~O. Now 6:(X) = (noxoi + X,)/(n, + l), where xoi is the ith component of x0 and R (g, 6:(X)) = EB (g-no;;;F)
Since it follows that E(trace M"(B)) < cc and E IIVA4(%)ll < cc implies E(dM/8Bi)' < co for all i Hence E I(8A4/8%,)(aA4/8%,.)l < cc for all i and j and E II(VM(8) -x,)(VM(B) -x,)' I( < CO. Morgan [S] found the conclusion of Theorem 4.2 under the conditions:
(i) E 1 az~(%)/a%ia%j 1 < co for all i and j.
(ii) l( a[(8A4/aei -Xai)f,,. .J%)]/a%, ( d% < co for all i and j. First we show that a # no. Since X is a univariate natural exponential family with quadratic variance function, X is one of the normal, Poisson, gamma, binomial, negative binomial, and NEF-GHS distributions (cf. Morris [6] ). If X is a normal, Poisson, or binomial distribution, a < 0. If X is a gamma, negative binomial, or NEF-GHS distribution, the natural parameter space is bounded above. Hence if E, 1 W(0)l' < co, there is a 6 >O such that E,,,., (M'(B)( * < 00 for all x E fg," x0 + S] Similarly, E,"~,~(M' (8) and the result follows.
